Induced redistribution of cell surface receptors by alternating current electric fields.
The molecular mechanisms that underlie the biological effects of low frequency sinusoidal electric fields may involve induced changes in the physical state of charged cell surface receptors. We have used intensified fluorescence video microscopy to study the redistribution of cell surface receptors, including transferrin receptors (TFR) and low density lipoprotein receptors (LDL-R), in response to externally applied alternating current electric fields in the 3 to 23 V/cm range (peak to peak). Redistribution of both TFR and LDL-R was prominent at frequencies of 1 and 10 Hz but negligible at frequencies of 60 and 120 Hz. Application of a 1 Hz, 23 V/cm field for 15 min caused a twofold change in local TFR surface density, whereas application of a 60 Hz, 23 V/cm field resulted in no significant TFR redistribution. The extent of TFR redistribution induced by a 1 Hz field changed by only 20% over the field strength range from 3.5 to 23 V/cm. AC field-induced cell surface receptor migration did not consistently follow electric field lines, suggesting that mechanisms more complex than classical electrophoresis and electroosmosis mediate receptor redistribution. Joule heating and plasma membrane calcium channel activation were shown not to be involved in the mechanism of receptor redistribution. Applied external electric fields may reorganize cytoskeletal and plasma membrane structures, providing pathways for cell surface receptors to migrate anharmonically.